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Petition Is Chip Off Block
More Than 600
Challenge Ed. Program

Asbury lniured
In Cycle Crash
•

Mrs. Leone Asbury, acting
Director of Institutional Research
and General Studies Instructor was
injured Wednesday in a collision on
Highway 50. Her motorcycle was
hit by a car pulling onto the
highway from Union Park Shopping
Center. The car was driven by Mrs.
Linda Mullican, 21, an FTU
student.
Mrs. Asbury, 41, 1820 Viburnum
Lane, Winter Park, was taken to
Winter Park Memorial Hospital and
treated for a broken ankle, wrist,
and knee, and bruise
and
abrasions.
According to Highway Patrol, the
crash helmet Mrs. Asbury
wearing possibly saved hN life.

~

Campus

Campus

~Glances

~Glances

The FuTUre will not be printed
on the Friday of Thanksgiving
vacation. Any announcements or
bulletins should be turned in to the
FuTUre by Tuesday for
week's paper.
-o-

FuTUre's Photo Editor Chuck
Seithel got a photo of U .S.
Senator-Elect Lawton Chiles
accepted in this week's issue of
Time Magazine, with a credit line
no less.
-o"Ignorance and Accidental
Mathematics" is the title for the
first talk in a new colloquium series
sponsored by the Department of
Mathematical Sciences. The
presentation , which will be given by
Dr. Howard Sherwood, will begin at
3 pm in GC 11 5 on Monday.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served at 2: 30 in the department
offices, room GC 444.

Day Care Center

Proposed For FTU
A move to establish a Day Care
Center on the FTU campus is
presently being organized by Mrs .
Patricia Bean , an FTU Student.
According to Mrs . Bean, there are a
large number of FTU students with
children unable to find suitable
nursery schools in the area.
A meeting for all students,
faculty, and staff interested in
starting a Center will be held
Tuesday, November 17 in EN 108
at 11 am. Plans include getting up a
petition of interested persons. Mrs.
Bean expressed a desire that the
Education Departm e nt take
advantage of the Center. She hopes
th at trained personnel and
volunteers can be secured to work
at the proposed center.

By Linda Met tel
A Commiltee l"or Alternative Education ha been l'urmed by a group of
five Ludents in an alt mpt to obtain an alternative system Lo lhi> College
of Education's "Block" ystcm. The commit tee i fighting for a system
in which tudenls could rt•ceive al <:iching Cl'rtifical without majoring in
ducalion and becoming involved in
bc•hind FTU s program. He ·lated
the Block .
that a s! udenl is NOT required to
According Lo the committee, major in <'ducation lo receive a
students desiring a Leaching teaching c rtificate. However, the
certificate are required lo major in ,;tudenl is requirc>d Lo complete the
education and participate in the basic education program, Pt up by
B lock. The State of Florida requires the University. This prngram differs
30 hours or basic education to from college lo collt'gt• within the
receive a leaching certificaLe. U n i v e r s i l y b u l r l' q u i r e s
However, a sy, Lem has been . el up appro.'imall'ly 60 hours or
t numerous othe, s!ul< univPtsit ie~ educaL1on.
in which students may receive a
The philosophy or !he Education
c rtificate to teach without Departmenl is to produce teachers
majol"ing in education.
'on!inu<'d on PagP 12)
According Lo Bruce Croft,
committee chairman, the purpose
of the commitLee is lo point out
that stud ents pecializing in fi<>lds
such as English, math, history , etc.,
would be equally qualified to teach
if allowed Lo take the :30 hours of
b a ic education that the state
requires.
The committee is questioning the
"accent on the individual" precept
of the Univer ity becau e it fee ls it
is unfair for stu d e nts to be coerced
into the Block system and Col lege
of Education as the only means of
obtaining certification.
Dr. Walter Gaudnek will lecture
The petition will be in circl\l lation
until next Wedne day . ll wi II then on the lo pic "The Meaning of
be presen ted lo President Millican Picasso for the Art of the New
and the Florida Board of R egent . Century'.' on Sunday , November
Those inte rested jn signing it may ] 5, at the Loch Haven Art Center.
secure the petition at the Stud e nt The lecture, beginning at 3 pm, will
be given in conjunction with a show
Government reception de k.
The FuTUre contacted Dr. Harry of linocut prints by Pica o that
0 . Hall, secondary education will be on exhibit from November
prqfes or, concerning the reasoning 1 5 t~rough December 1 3.

Russ Salerno, basketball assistant the organization that has the
coach, keeps company with the highest percentage of membership
giant trophy that will be given away at the baskei.ball game.
at the end of basketball season to

(Photo by Chuck Seithel)

Mas,ot Campaign Week
Was Held on Campus
The mascot committee this week explained how the Le n semifinalist
selections were chosen. The committee consisted of five students, one
faculty and one staff member who individually rated each suggested name
submitted. Where duplicate names were entered, these we re rated as one
name . After elimination of mascots
During Mascot Campaign Week,
used by other schools, the ten the following organizations have
names receiving the most votes agreed to promote the respective
from the committee members mascot : Circle-K: Argonauts,
Kappa Sigma: Barracudas ,
became the semi finalist.
The mascot committee held a Cheerleaders: Centaurs, Tyes:
meeting last Thursday with the ten Comets, belta Sigma Pi:
contestants who submitted the Conquistadors, Broadcasting Club: .
semifinal mascot names. During the Golden Hawks, Phi Alpha Epsilon:
meeting the committee explained Golden Paladins, Sororas: Knights
the plans to get organizations on of Pegasus, Tau Kappa Epsilon:
campus to display and· promote a Novas, Young Republicans:
mascot during Mascot Campaign Scorpions.
Week, November 9 -13.
The organization which does the
most to support a mascot (even if
A P P r o x i m a t e I Y f i f t Y the mascot is not chosen in the
organizations on campus had been final voting to be FTU's mascot)
notified via mail of Mascot will win the "Outstanding Group
Campaign Week . Nirie organizations Effort Trophy ." The trophy will be
showed up last Friday to select a awarded on "Mascot Day," which
mas~o.t to promote. The one will be Friday, December 4th. The
remaining mascot was takeh by an award will be given at half-time
or~ani~aL~OJ1 !at.~r. tb.i~ WE:~ ... .. . • , ·". '"('C9ontib
~on Page "f2"). ·'

ea

POW wives met with students Tuesday at a rally. See story on Page 3.

tPhoto by "Steve Heitzner)
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1J1uIDJtrr· 1.Elattnriuts
Does FTU Want A M·ascot
One of the most controversial subjects to have ever hit FTU has got
to be the selection of a mascot. For those who have really cared about
it, the time spent has represented the road to hell - long, endless, and
frustrating. For those unconcerned it has represented nothing.
Since the committee's formation way back when, it has evolved into
the scientific, hard-working group that it is now. We're not too sure of
the manner in which various issues have been handled because of the
obvious reluctance of committee members to provide the complete
facts, but we feel we must give the committee members credit for
progressing as far as they have.
The FuTUre was one of the instigating forces in the attempt to get a
mascot for FTU and has fought hard since 1969 to see the job finished.
It is a shame and a little bit ironic that the Mascot Committee
contracted paranoia when exposed to a few FuTUre inquiries.
There are a number of questions that have been left unanswered and
apparently they are going to stay that way. It is unfortunate that the
newspaper, supposedly the voice of the students, does not appear ·
responsible enough to be trusted with this pertinent information. We
guess it's all a matter of semantics.
But what's done is done. The subject has been closed. All that
remains is the voting. As a whole, the mascot candidates do not appear
\
to be too impressive, but there are a number of reasons for that. After
every mascot that is in use by another school had been eliminated there
weren't many left. Also there is very little creative energy around when
it comes to matters that do not offer any academic reward. The brand
of originality on this campus seems to have produced a blase' attitude.
"Someone should have told her about rapid changes in the center of gravity."
So, it would be difficult to blame the Mascot Committee for fault t h a t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lies elsewhere.
With all the hard work and debate that has been put into the project,
if FTU cannot show the enthusiasm to even vote on the mascots, then
we're all up a creek without a vulture .

.

Thoughts on the V People

Fall Graduates Are Announced

The following is a list of students
who have applied for graduation at
Said John to Mary,
Said John to Mary,
the end of the Fall Quarter:
Remember the V people?
Have you heard of the fist people?
EDUCATION
What a curious bunch.
What a curious bunch.
(ELEMENTARY EDUCATION)
What great fun it was to kick them. They think it is great fun to kick me. Allen Dale Amos, Dorothy
Or curse them.
Or curse me
Diebolt Baggs, Johnnie Mae
Or hit them.
Or hit me.
Barnhill (CUM LAUDE), Hilda
Or beat them.
Or gas me.
Futch Bennett, Christine Rose
Or gas them.
Or kill me.
Blomberg (CUM LAUDE), Mary
Or kill them.
I'm not stupid so I'll kick them.
Rita Dewitt (CUM LAUDE).
They were so stupid they would not And c.u rse them.
Roslyn Thompson Dodson,
kick me.
And hit them.
Patricia Kirsten Forum, Joan - Lee
And beat them.
Gibbons, Christine Delony Keeter,
Or curse me.
And gas them.
Pearl Dorfman Lefkowitz, Carol
Or hit me.
And kill them.
Miller McKibben.
Or beat me.
Imagine me a pig.
Jacqueline Harris Moorefield,
Or gas me.
Alice
Hudson Pollard, Bobbie
Or kill me.
Higgins Ross (MAGNA CUM
Said Mary to John,
Those stupid V people.
LA UDE), Dixie Cottrell Seely,
Have you heard of life?
Dennis Wayne Smathers, Linda
I will die and you will die.
Said John to Mary,
And in turn the first people will die. Long Smith.
Are the V people back?
Patricia Keeny Vincent, Mary
But what of those V people?
I thought I saw one today.
W i Ison Williams, Richard Allen
I've heard they never died.
. So just for fun I kicked him.
Wojciak, Glenda Ennis Shoaf.
But you say you killed them,
I must be mistaken,
And the first people say they are
(SECONDARY EDUCATION)
But I thought he kicked me back.
Patricia Maryann Bess (Social
And said I was a pig for kicking him dead.
.
.
.
Sciences) (CUM LAUDE), Manuel
For so many years.
The revolution will ~111 us all,
Isidor Bolanos (English), John
I must have been mi taken,
But what of those V.
Robert Claxton (Mathematics),
Th<' V peoplP left us years ago.
RobertCalhouncynthia Reddick Detwyler
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J (Business Education), Beverly
Renee Foshee (Social Sciences),

(BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE)
Frederick Charles Belton, Phyllis
Reid Headley, Cassandra Frances
Jerzykowski (Pre-Medical), Herman
F. Lukz Jr., Albert Marcus Mesa Jr.
(CHEMISTRY)
Joe Edward Griffin.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
(POLITICAL SCIENCE)
Ernest Walter Bailey, Scott D.
Kennison, Joseph Lee Shields,
Glenn Street.
(COMMUNICATION)
Morgan Lee Bond, Robert
McLane Hall, Kenneth Greer
Masters, Gregory Kent Norton,
John Porter Roberts Jr., Chai-latte
Christine VanOrmer.
(ECONOMICS)
Kenneth Dean Blanning.

(MARKETING)
David Walton Cramp, Gerald
Bernard Galbreath, Paul Franklin
Hodgins, Stephen Fletcher Horrell,
Thomas Melvin Phares, Sam
Gayden Wilkins III .
(ECONOMICS)
Michael William Dietrick, Gary
Gene Wohlfarth (CUM LAUDE)
HUMANITIES AND
FINE ARTS
(ART)
John Samuel Dishman.
(ENGLISH)
William Louis Hunter IV.
(HISTORY)
Jon Noble Keiser, David Alan
Kirk pa trick, Shirley Theresa
Sardineer.
GENERAL STUDIES
John Trainor.
ENGINEERING
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
& AEROSPACE SCIENCES)
Eugene Richard Dziadon .,
(ENGINEERING PHYSICS)
Henry Clay Johnson III, Donnie
Granger Stroud III, Kenneth V.
Vickery.
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
& COMMUNICATION SCIENCES)
Steven Stein.

(PSYCHOLOGY)
Timothy Jay Hannah, Robert
Landon Hazelwood, Betty Norton
Long.
(SOCIOLOGY) Sherry Ann
Mollenkopf, Dolores Lillian Ehlin
VanHeusen, O'Neil Willie Williams.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(MANAGEMENT)
Kenneth Earle Boone, Robert
Bruce Case, Gerald Wayne Devor,
Harry Nicholas Frenchak, Lawrence
Carolyn
Perkinson
Fraley
(English).
Patricia Trueman Griffis Edward Fussell, Phillip Ronald
(Biology) (CUM LAUDE) , William Garrett.
"Adolph Hitler; Rise and Fall of
Harold Hirst (Physical Education),
the Third Reich" will be shown
Judson Dean Huggin Jr. (Social
John Redington Gregory, Michael Tuesday, at 11 am in GC 115.
ISciences), John Medlock (Social Vadis Laswell, Herbert H. Long, Admission is free. This "Great
Sciences), Philip Ronald Perrault Jr. William Thomas Minter, Walter J. Personalities" film is sponsored by
1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Physics), Kay Hu~ Simmons Mullarky, George Michael Painter. the Village Center.
(Physical Education),
Daniel Kelly Palmer, Basil Charles
Jacqueline Smith (English) (CUM Petumenos, Charles Mason Smith,
In my fir t column, I tated one of the objectives of Overview was
LAUDE), Betty J. Trawick David Roy Stiglich, Thomas Lee
to "Give an overview of events and personalities that affect this
(English) (CUM LAUDE).
SLockwell Jr., Chris Sam Stratos,
University, Lhe Community, and the Society in which iL operates."
NATURAL SCIENCES
Gary Lloyd Vonckx.
One event that recently occurred and is bound to have an effect on
(COMPUTER SCIENCE)
(FINANCE)
I
all of us in the future was the 1970 Congressional and Gubernatorial
James Robert Brookman, Ross
John Wayne Anderson, Mehdi
elections. I am sure that by now most students have heard quite a lot
Editor-in -chief
. . . . Linda Mertel
Wayne Grier, James Edward Painter Copy
Koleini, James Richard Teston.
about the elections and are pretty tired of reading political analysis
Editor
. . . . Nancy Smith
Jr.
concerning them. Nonetheles , I would like to· offer a few comments
News Editor
Mary Anna Jackson
Henry Popkin
Business Manager
and personal observations about Election '70.
John Gordon
Production Manager
On the state level, the voters put a Democrat back in the state
.James Wald
Advertising Manager . .
house, gave him an all-Democratic cabinet, and returned a Democrat
Henry Popkin
Classified Ad Manager
Lo Washington. To some political observeYs, this was to be expected.
Circulation Manager
Henry Popkin
What is interesting is the margin by which Reubin Askew and
Cartoonists
·
. Jim Nordby
Lawton Chiles accomplished their tasks. With 57% of the popular
Rick Rabon
vote, Askew received a significant victory; and Chiles, with the
Art Critic ,
. . Colleen Ilse
blessing of Spessard Holland, literally walked over Bill Cramer and
Music Critic
. David Boelzner
into the Senate, despite Cramer's personal endorsement from the
Theatre Critic
. . Tim Tumlin
President and Vice-Pre ident. There were few bright spots for the
Columnists
,
Dick Batchelor,
Florida Republican party election week. , . One of those was · the
David Boelzner, "Fearless Freddy", Al
Fickett, Duncan Marks, Linda Mette!,
re-election of Congressman Lou Frey, a very capable, effective
Slimy Toad, Tim Tumlin.
legislator. Another was the fad that Orange County voters
Photo Editor . . . . . . Chuck Seithel
supported Republican candidates and re-emphasized that Orange
Photographers
, . Joe Akerman,
County is a Republican stronghold - one of the few left in the state.
Lee DeRaud. Steve Heitzner, Blake
The simple fact is that the GOP in Florida is in trouble. The political
Mason ,
in-fighting between Kirk and Cramer over party leadership has
Acting Sports Editor
Duncan Marks
created a disunity that even the conciliatory efforts of the White
Staff Typist . . . . .
. Dorie Baker
House couldn't mend. The defeat of a Presidential choice and an
Reporters , . . . . . . . John Browne,
David Bryant, Mike Crites, Greg High,
accompanying defeat of his adversary within the party is a direct
Colleen Ilse, Weber Ivy, Fred Kahn,
slap at the President and a put-down to the GOP. I, for one, hope
Duncan Marks, Henry Popkin, Darwood
the differences are ironed out and the Republican party returns to
Santmier, Paul Sicca, Tim Tumlin, Chris
prominence in Florida politics. A forceful, viable, effective
Van Ormer, Beth Weilenman Robert
two-party system benefits all the people, not just a few vested
Wish off.
'
interests.
Advisor . . . . , , . . Todd B. Persons
On the national level, things are a little more ambiguous. The
The
"FuTUre" is the weekly
Democrats retained their majority in the senate, and increased their
newspaper of Florida Technological
margin in the house . However, the :Republican& scored senate
University at Orlando, · Florida. The
victot·ies in such Democratic strongholds as Maryland, Tennessee,
FuTUre is published
by President
Connecticut, Vermont and Ohio. In these states it would seem that
Ch_arles N. Millican and written and
edited by ~nd for the students at Florida
President Nixon's vigorous campaigning paid off for Republican
Technological University
•
candidates, and, on the whole, his program of state-to-state
The FuTUre reserve; the right to
campaigning would appear to have been moderately successful. What
refus~ to print any letters which are
it all boils down to is that even with some significant victories, the
submitted. All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
PresiCfent. is still faced with a Congress controlled by the opposition.
P~rsons) submitting them. Names will be
This makes a tough job even tougher. Let's hope the new Congress
withheld on request. Address all letters
and the President can work together in trying to solve those serious
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25 000
-Or•ando, · Florida· 32816
'
problems we as a nation and society face today. They're going to
,· E nter~d as second cl~ss matter at the
need all the help they can get.

·vERVI EW
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CAMPOS GLANCES

..Post Office a~ Orlando, Florida.

-------~-----------~~~~~~~~
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FuTUre CLASSIFIEDS
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the boxes
allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark.
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end
of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms
if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for
6 lines. For additional line add $.25. Multiply the total by the
number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with cash,
check or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida
Technological University, P.O. Box 25,00J, Orlando, Fla.
32816.

DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
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Pegasus Trio To Fly Away In Song
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Performing for the first time on the the works and a few things to
Monday at 8:15 pm in the Science look for:
·
Auditorium will be the newly-formed Sonata for Violin and Piano in G
Pegasus Trio. The trio is composed ~inor - Guiseppe L~rL!ni. . This
.
.
p1 ece features the v1olm m a
of. Dr.
Leonidas Sarakatsannis,
t ec h n1ca
· 11 y d 1' ff'1cu It ex h'b'
·
.
.
1 1t1on.
pianist; Arpad Szomoru, c_elhst; and Tartini, a contemporary of Bach,
new member of the music faculty' was the founder of an important
Richard Collins, violinist . Each of school of violin·playing .
the instrumentalists will be featured · Sonata for Piano in B·flat Minor
in the sonatas and then after Frederic Chopin. This . piece
.
. .
.
'
contains as its third movement the
mterm1_ss1on, will play on. a group most famous funeral march ever
or trio by Shostakovich. All written . Everyone will recognize
studer_its, faculty and staff, ~s well this as the familiar "doom motive."
~ 7es1dents of Centeral Flon~a _are This atmosphere pervades the other
invited to attend. (No admission three movements also; the first with
charge ).
"breathless terror " lhe
econd
For those who are interested but similarly , and with tragedy in th~
unfamrnar with the music, here are brief finale .
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A few weeks ago this country was
swinging to the tune of "American
-0
CJ
Woman", however it seems that
-I
::c
l>
c..,
Shirley Morgan is still rocking to
0
-l
the tune of American Men. Last
!!>
m
2
Wednesday three wives of
m
N
Americans captured during the war
-0
in Vietnam were present for a rally
presented to induce FTU students
and faculty to write letters to
North Vietnam asking for more
humane treatment of the prisoners
of war held there.
Starting at 11 :00 am, the rally
consisted mostly of the three
women, Mrs. Kay Perkins, Mrs. Ann
Browning, and the enthusiastic Mrs.
Shirley Morgan, speaking of the
personal ct·ises they each had
encountered. Afterward, Mrs.
Perkins and Mrs. Morgan spoke
with a few people, retelling the
stories they had heard from
FOR SA LE
released prisoners whom they had
~~~~=-~ met and their trip to Paris when
they met the North Vietnamese
6'8" Suns~ine Surfboard. 5
delegation to the Paris peace talks.
months old, $125. Wet Suit
Mrs. Perkins said that though one
$20. 275-4673 FTU.
pilot broke both arms and a leg
~...- - - - - - - - - - - - -....· parachuting into North Vietnam
after his plane was hit, none of the
broken bones were set. She
explained that he had to be dragged
out of solitary confinement every
day to a courtyard for some
CD

'TI

c:

fuTUre Classifieds
WANTED
::::;:;:;:::::::::::::;:::~:=:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::-.,:

STUDENTS

Earn while you learn.
Part-time contact work. Promises
good money, invaluable experience
to those who qualify. For interview
call 671-9338 from 6 to 8 p.m.

Old FuTUre Newspaper
wanted. The FuTUre will pay
$1.00 to the first person who
brings in a Volume II Number
10 issue of the FuTUre.

BER.VICES

~:;:~:~:;:::;:::::;:;:::;:::;::::

COMMUNISM exists only in
text? Only in Russia? Died in
the 50's? Poses no threat to our
Freed om? Practiced only by
violence? Answer all these false,
and know why.

Beautiful

·s Acres

overlooking Lake Hayes.
Rolling pine land - quiet
country living just off Alafaya, 2
min. from FTU - 664'x520'.
Can be divided. Already Cleared.
644-3329.

Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano
- Dimitri Shostakovich. This work,
written by a contemporary Russian
composer known for innovative
excitement, wa , compos<>d i11
memory of a deceased frit>nd . Th i,
elegiac flavor is most notab!I' in 1.. ·
third movement, a largo "11 h "
beautiful melody in violin and cello
played over a bass in piano .

I·-------------------------~
Office of the President
I Democratic Republic of Vietnam
I Hanoi, North Vietnam
I
I Sir:
.
I am writing Lo you to express my deep concern over the Am<>r1can
I men being held as prisoners of war and listed as missing in action in all
I of Southeast Asia. I do care about these men. They havf' been
I detained too long; therefore, I am asking for a full accounting of all
I lis~ed as missing, and the immediate release of all those you hold
prisoner.
I
Name\
I
.
City and state

'-------------------------exercise and when they dragged him
by his fellow prisoners ne would
yell his daily greeting and inquire
about any news. "American men,"
Mrs. Morgan said, smiling and
shaking her head, "they have to be
the greatest in the world."
Mrs. Morgan said that about eight
months ago the North 'Vietnamese
government released the news that
they would now allow the prisoners
to receive packages weighing no
more than 11 pounds. "But it's not
the contents of the packages that
they appreciate so much," she
explained, "it's the knowledge that
we still care about them."
During their visit to Pari , the
women said that they were told by

the North Vietnamese deleg·at ion
that North Vietnam dm sn 'l ea']·p
about the altitude of the U.S.
Government but only that of the
American people. Anyone who
wishes more in format ion on l he
letter-writing campai~n should go
to room 417 fo the GCB anythim!!
next week.
1

CAMPUS .GLANCES
Campus Security reports no
further developments either in a
bomb threat episode or in I.he ca c
of the FTU coed who wa
threatened in a parking lot tow
weeks ago. Both cases are still open,
and investigations are continuing.

THE NEW ZODIAC RING
*
*
*
*

t•·--------------ol

FLORENTINE SILVER
SIX COINS ON ONE RING
ALL SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC
IMPORTED FROM ITALY

IDEAL PROJECT FOR YOU OR YOUR CLUB TO RAISE

AMERICAN OPINION

MONEY. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL 424-0067
OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE A RING SEND $2.00 + 25c FOR POSTAGE ALONG WITH YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS TO P ~ O. BOX 1811, ORLANDO, FLA. 32802.

BOOKSTORE
1209 Edgewater Dr.
Bring some bread or some time
.,:_ , ,· "..:'

....... ... .

Sonata for Cello and Piano Claude Debu sy. The concerl
become
progressively more
modern, and lislene1·s will notice
this particularly in lhis work. ll
contains three unorthodox
movements: a short prologue , and a
serenade linked to the finale.

POW Wives Speak At FTU Rally
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Members are, 1-r, Professor Arpad Szomoru, cello, Dr.
Leonidas Sarakatsannis, piano, and Dr. Richard
Collins, violin. (Photo by Chuck Seiihel)

READY to fly away on wings of music is the
Pegasus Trio, a newly formed and named faculty
ensemble shown here preparing for its first concert.
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Flag Case
Dropped
The case of The 8tate of Florida
vs. Melissa Lee was dropped last
week when the state's attorney
made it known that he would drop
all further motions for prosecution.
However, Miss Lee still has a suit
filed in federal court here in
Orlando which challenges the state
statute she was originally charged
with 'violating.
Miss Lee was arrested last
summer by an Orange County
Constable on the charge of
desecration of the flag after she
reportedly held the American flag
upside-down in her hand. The
incident occurred during a
demonstration on the FTU campus
which was a reaction to the
shooting of students on the Kent
State campus.
In answer to the charge, Miss Lee
filed suit in a federal court which, if
the ruling is in her favor, will
declare the Florida law
unconstitutional. The suit is now
waiting for ~ decision by Judge
Young on a legal technicality
before it can get under way.

Well, it's mascot time again. For you new students, this is an
annual event sponsored by the statistics department and designed so
that future statisticians can observe first-hand the problems apathy
presents in sampling public opinion . This year, however, the student
government is attempting to sabotage this study by offering a tropy
to t~e club whic~ best publicizes its mascot. So watch out for people
putting up posters; they're revolutionaries trying to destroy your
comfortable attitude of indifference.
·
The Young Republicans have a novel idea: They have to publicize
the "Scorpions" and the plan is to unleash a herd of them (Is there
such a thing as a herd of scorpions?) on the campus in hopes of
stirring up a little action.
BULLETIN: (AP) (As in APathy) The large majority of FTU
students were hospitalized today for treatment of scorpion bites.
Sources near the campus report that the tragedy occurred when
students refused to go near a polling area in the Village Center the
only place protected from the insects.
'
Putting all seriousness aside, it has occurred to me that only .one
thing has been able to penetrate the iron shield of indifference on
this campus. I therefore respectfully submit the Slimy Toad as a
candidate for mascot. By virtue of the fact that he stands out nobly
from the stagnant water he lives in, I feel he demonstrates the
necessary originality and spirit. And that euphonious sound of
revulsion emitted by students upon reading his column is the
strongest point of unity among students.
Now let us get· to the nitty-gritty of this column.
NITTY-GRITTY: This same poison that infects the mascot selection
affects every other aspect of campus life. Nobody gives a lily pad
about anything on this campus, and in many cases that includes
grades as well. This university is populated by a flock of
social-climbing ~heep who are anonymously sweating out their time
until that magic moment when they will receive a precious piece of
paper to hang on the,ir wall. They are just so many look-alikes in a
factory, using the university as mere job training without taking
advantage of the many opportunities for fun, experience, and
culture offered by the intellectual community. And they will live
their lives in this same anonymity ... that is, until they CROAK.

"Why Aren't You
In Pegasus, Pop?"
"Daddy, I thought you graduated
from FTU back in 1970?"
"I did, daughter."
"Then, how come I can't find
yom picture in the yearbook?"
" Well, ah, I didn't get around to
havi ng it taken."
This is a not too subtle reminder
to all Seniors who know or even
suspect they will be graduating at
Lhc end of the Fall and Winter
Quarters.
,Jordan Marsh will be taking
senior phoLographs Lhis week (Nov.
16-20) in GCB 317.
The pictures are free.
Dress is optional
Time required: three minutes.
That will be the only way Fall
and Winter Grads will be able to
have Lheir pictures and senior
information in the t970-71 Pegasus
Yearbook.
You may not care if your picture
and record are included in Pegasu~.
or you may not have Lhree minutes
Lo spare for a picture.
But if you do, sign. up TODAY
for an appoinLment . Sitting times
available are posted aL Lhe
Information Boolh in the
AdminisLraLion Building.
Orders for the 1970-71 Pegasus
will be Laken at the table outside
GC :J27.

Unbridled Enthusiasm
Prof's Happy Problem

Fideles Green

\Yir~:..o~ $.!.!!"l!. .

:
built of green stamps? The sisters of
Fideles sorority have . They ha"e
begun a project Lo col lecL enough
books of {.(reen stamps Lo buy a
greenhouse. The greenhouse will be
turned over Lo Lhe College of
Natural Sciences Lo be used for
biological and ecological sludies.
Linda MeLLel, president of
Fidelcs, said Lhe sorority learned of
Lht• much-needed sLrucLure and
decided Lo do someLhing Lo help.
Fideles sisters are asking women of
FTU and Lhc Central Florid<\ area
Lo support Lheir project by sending
in at leasL one book of stamps.
Dr. Bernard OsLle, D<'an of
Natural Sciences. was pleasl'd, and
commended Lhe Fideles for Lheir
concern and their willingness Lo
become involved. He sa id that he is
looking forward Lo the successful
completion of Lhe project.

Two hundred FTU students are tackling a new course with such
enthusiasm that the two professors teaching it claim they have to keep a
rein on their charges.
Entitled "Man and Environment ." the course is aimed at the myriad
problems arising from everyday life.
"The response is amazing and
"What we are striving to attain is
proves to me that today's students a reali:?ation that constraints must
are putting more emphasis on their be applied even while technology
roles in society," said Dr. Robert D. forges ::ihead," he added.
Doering. He and Dr. Martin
The 200 students meanwhile are
Wanielista, members of the College forging headlong into their new
of Engineering faculty, are leaching course, all the while keeping an eye
three classes between them.
out for sources of pollution in
Dr. Doering was seconded by Central Florida. The next step will
Wanielista, who is a firm believer in be to notify area officials of the
a so-called "recycling" process that findings, with backing by
turns solid waste into useful items. technically competent people,
WiLh that in mind, his classe. just
Doerina continued.
completed collecting more Lhan
"We like to believe that FTU is
5,600 aluminum cans which will be taking a lead ing part in this battle
sold to an Orlando dealer. The we face every day," Dr. ·wanielista
profits will be used by the students
said. "We're all learning from · this
to purchase pollution testing
course."
equipment.
The
next "Man and
"We keep hearing that people
should commit themselves," Environment'' class conducted by
Doering continued. "This course Dr. Doering is scheduled lo meet at
shows how important students 3 p.m. Monday in Ad 204 .. There
consider such prospects." Each will be a report. on the solid waste
sludenl. in the course is handed an flow process at FTU, including the
individual project in which he methods of waste disposal here as
evaluates an actual operation such compared with other types of waste
as noise levels, waste disposal disposal.
-0methods, air pollution factors, and
Lhe like. Not only does he read
Twentieth Century Drama, edited
aboul iL; he does Lhe actual testing by Ruby Cohn and Bernard
for evalution.
Dukm·e, retails at most. bookstores
The concept of the new course is for $4.50. Students can purchase it
Lo involve the student with a real at the FTU Bookstore for $4.95.
problem so Lhat he may realize that
the future of mankind depends
upon
understanding lhe
in Le rdependency of technology .
social values, customs, laws, and
insLiLuLions al all political levels and
their impact on our environmental
planning, Doering pointed out.

Theatre To Experiment
With Tent of 'Birds'

Experimental theater at FTU? There will be with the next theater
production, "The Birds." The stage is to be a "machine for actors" in the
form of unadorned industrial scaffolding. It is L-shaped so that it reaches
out into the audience. This is "constructivism " a development of the
Russians in the '20's and '30's _ _ _ _ _
' ---------which gives the actors something to
place a directness by using
act upon rather than to be within
suggestion rather than allusion. The
the set, and gives the audience an
use of height and space will give an
opportunity to stretch the
importance that gives no pretense
imagination by furnishing the set
of placing the action anywhere
within the mind.
other than where it actualJy is. The
The lighting, designed by Rick
Belcher, will use many instruments only possible adqrnment will be
including those necessary for a light phony cardboard clouds. "Overall,
show and a few minor explosions. this is to stress the universality of
Although the play was written by the play," stated Dr. Harry Smith,
:set designer.
Aristophanes, an ancient Greek,
Opening night will be Thursday,
much of the costuming is
November 19. The play will run on
contemporary. It was designed by
November 20, 21, 23 and 24.
Anne Cox and is in contemporary, Phone 275-2170 between 10 am
formal and abstract styles to create and 4 pm for reservations.
a stimulus. The director, Dr. David
Mays, explained that the costuming
was in the style of the day when it
was first produced, and the play is
still timely so present-day
costuming is sufficient.
This production is attempting to
. It will be four to six months
before a traffic light is installed at
the intersection of 15-A and
Florida Tech Blvd., according to H.
P. Boggs of the State Road
A Black Symposium will be held Department (SRD).
Presently there is an electrified
by the Afro- American Society at
stop sign at the intersection. The
Florida Presbyterian College in St.
Orange County Commission has
Petersburg November 13-15. All
requested a light for the
activities will be free of charge and
intersection, and the SRD
open to the public.
undertook a study of the situation
Events scheduled include a
Boggs said the survey revealed that
lecture, four workshops, a
the traffic at the 15-A Florida Tech
workshop evaluation panel session,
a black cultural arts festival, Blvd. intersection did not quite
warrant the installation of a signal.
movies, and a dance.
However, since the traffic flow was
The lecture will be given by
Lillian Anthony of the Department within 90 per cent of the
of Afro-American Studies at the requirement and since traffic will
University of Minnesota. The probably increase, the installation,
workshops, scheduled for because after the signal is approved
November 14, will include black it will probably have to be made t~
politics, black student concerns, order.
Boggs also said that there is no
community involvement, and black
traffic light scheduled for the
studies programs.
The festival will include "Black intersection of Florida Tech Blvd.
Culture in Song & Dance" and and State Road 425 (Hall Road),
"How Do You Do?", a one-act play ~ince traffic is too light to warrant a
>ignal.
by Ed Bullins.

Light Way Off

For FTU Road

Black Symposium
Set For St. Pete
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COMPONENTS - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
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RECEIVERS - TAPE DECKS

.:fruttbtP §ubio Jnt.
339

PARK AVENUE SOUTH

WINTER PARK. FLORIOA 32789

If you don't see what you want ..
ask for it!

,

BANK
tf Ovtuk
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765

Five minutes north of F.T.U.
Member FDIC

Phone 365-3272

Zales Custom
Class Rings

DO OUR THINGI
STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
Cu~tom style your ring with the school name,
on the base ond with o design or plain setting for the stone .
Choose the stone 1n your school color, birthstone, block onyx,
or o diamond . Oh yes. we ' ll engrove your 1n1t1ols. too.

ZALES~

245 S. Maitland Ave., Maitland
(kitty-korner from Post Office)

645-0878

JEWELERS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

Open 9:30 - 5:30
PINE HILLS
CENTER

21 S. ORANGE

COLONIAL
PLAZA
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Krenn's Color Cat,hes Eyes

By Colleen Ilse
Hans Krenn exhibit, now at the Cross Country Runners," number
library, is one of the most 15, where he has the crown of
interesting exhibits I have ever been thorns accompanied by a pair of
involved with. Anyone who pinchers,' in the foreground and the
ventures into the library will feel as tombstone and the bed head of
I do, somehow you can't help brier reeds, all symbolic of suffering
becoming involved in his work, and death. Another example of this
even if you are just passing by. You suffering in his earlier work is "The
are first struck by his most recent Weighted Mother", number 17,
works because of their where the central figure is a
extraordinary color combination . skeleton, which
is a universal
Krenn has achieved these rich representationof death.
colors by contrasting one
Inhislaterworkthereappea1·sto
complementary color against be a strong representation of a
another, and by a tediously rebirth which could be noted as
practiced technical skill. His works perhaps beginning with "The
appear simple at first viewing but as Bird Mother," number 18. The
you linger you are caught up in bird-man symbol is a represenLat.ion
their complexity.
of the spiritual and Jung speaks of
Krenn uses throughout his work the bird representing the "medium"
th e powers of s y m b o 1 i c of man to his unconscious. Since the
representation and in understanding "Bird Mother" Krenn ha
these representations the continued with his bird-likC'
complexity of his work becomes creatures . Other example~
quite apparent. I was personally demonstrating this rebirth, hope,
bothered by the fact that although and the spiritual of his recent works
the feet hands ears nose and are his constant use of g1·eens and
mouth ~ere str~ngly 'emphasized yellows, green signifying triumph of
the eyes were not present. Then, I life over death, and the rebirth of
realized, perhaps, we the observer, the soul, and yellow signifying the
are the eyes.
holy sacredness of what is de pict d,
In his earlier work he seems quite and the revealed t ruth and the u.e
concerned with pain, suffering and of globular and egg-like shape<:
death. This is obvious in his which signifies power, lw pe, and
etchings and especially in "The resurrection.
Hans Krenn is now a member of
the faculty of the ar.t department
here at FTU and has JUSt moved lo
Orlando with his family from
t
Austria. While in Austria he was

Y.D.
It is comfortable to see a newly elected candidate begin to visit his
constituency at this early date. Bob Milburn, newly elected
Democrat to the Florida House of Representatives was on campus
this week to meet and talk with interested individuals on legislation
pending or legislation forthcoming.
Over lunch many topics were brought up, but Milburn was forced
to reiterate the old folkway of our American legislative bodies that
rules that you are seen and not heard as a freshman for a respectable
period of time. He did promise however to investigate any legislation
that he was not well versed on and assured us that he would
definitely present his opinions through other senior representatives
in order that all aspects of legislation may be taken into
consideration to guarantee a higher degree of representation .
D1·. Stoner, the campus physician, approached Milburn with
questioning on a bill now before Congress in relation to securing
more doctors in the area of general practice. Of course the
Representative-elect could not comment on this federal legislation
but assured the doctor, who is president-elect of the Florida
Academy of General Practices , that any similar state legislation
would prompt him to contact the doctor for briefings on this topic.
(May I point out here that Dr. Stoner is favorable to the article
presented in last week's Parade Magazine which calls for students
entering medical school directly upon graduation from high school
instead of being burdened and delayed by the now prerequisite four
years of college. He notes there is a high demand for generalists to
assist families in America and quotes that 80% of illnesses could be
remedied by generalists, rather than specialists.)
I approached Milburn on the subject of "unconstitutionality of
election laws" (in reference to suits filed against Earl Faircloth and
Bill Cramer during the election accusing them of unfair practices in
spending campaign funds before qualification.) The section of the
election laws was ruled illegal by the courts because of the vagueness
in interpretation. I questioned future legislative action. I was assured
that he would consult our senior member, Representative Bill
Fulford, in order to initiate some type of action if not at this time
already started. This action would nevertheless be supported by him.
Milburn had praise for a local radio station because of its
participation in cleaning up Orlando and axea. He had commented
upon victory on election night that his first action would be to clean
up all of his posters and other material in order that he fulfill his
campaign stand on pollution . But later, he found that WLOF had
offered money as a reward for all political material turned in.
(Believe it or not - the radio station has been approached by
individuals who were opposed to this expedient action of public
service because they wanted to retain some of the unsightly
material.) Milburn stated that to initiate such a program to clean up
our streets and highways and to offer a reward was a public service
in the truest sense of the word. I also wish to join him in
· congratulating and thanking WLOF for this service to our
community, in spite of all other negative criticism at least one radio
station is a public service, and at least one candidate is proving to be
responsive to his constituency.
Dick Batchelor
Youn Democrats

' Db
•
FT U S e a ters Receive
Exce 11 en t spea ker AWO rd ~~~;;~~~d a=r~~~ of }he ~~p~;~a;:~
t

The Communications Department sure had a busy weekend two weeks
ago. While hosting a high school debate tourney on campus, FTUsent its
own four-man debate squad to the Valdosta State Invitational. Funds
from Student Government made it possible for the team to attend .
Debating negatively were Jack
Haight and Lorrie Ball . Both debaters competed at the
received Excellent Speaker awards University of Florida, where they
while compiling four wins and two won six and lost six.
losses.
Discussion for all college debates
Haight ' and Lonie Ball. Both this yeat· is the premise: "Resolved,
received Excellent Speaker awards that Lhe federal government should
while compiling four wins and two adopt a program of compulsory
losses .
wage and pl"ite controls.,,
Marlene Parrish and Kurt
Next on the agenda for FTU's
Jacobson posted a 1-5 record while forensics students is a speech and
taking an affirmative stand. Kurt debate contest at Miami-Dade
had only limited experience Junior College on Nov. 14 and 15.
previously, and Marlene had never Extemporaneous and persuasive
debated before. Yet they received speakers are needed. Anyone
high speaker awards as well as interested should contact Dr.
valuable experience.
Buchanan.
Competition was from eleven

e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Souiliu~mn ~hoo~ . Ou~~nding
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Staff

PH. 644-7000

THE CAB

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
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DRAFT BEER BY THE POUND
Stack Sandwiches
Cold Duck on Tap

COLOR by _
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* SUEDE LEATHER COATS
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* ENGLISH SQUIRE JACKETS
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Meet St. Stephen
At The Library
FTU student , faculty. and • t.aff
have been invited to meet. Saint
Stephen, King of Hungary, at 3 pm
this Sunday in the Library.
He won't be there in per on, of
course, since h(· dif'd in 1038, but
he will be pn.>st>nl in an u11iqul'
exhibit that. will be composed of
histol"ical books, manuscript.s, and
photographs of t.he ninth century.
A replica of King Stephen's crown
made of fourteen-carat gold with
pearls and real gems is the highlight
of the exhibit.
The celebration is being planned
around the display commemorating
the millennium of his birth, and
sponsored is under the joint

of ilie
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 -cooperacion
·and Central

TUESDAY

..

Pledges for TKE fra t ernity
sponsored a bonfire-pep rally
Sunday night to which the Union
Park Fire Dept. was an added guest.
The fire department was called as
a preventive measure and sent a
pumper fire truck tJ the parking lot
where the fraternity mei. Union
Park Fire Department Assistant
Chief Sichler said, "The fire never
got away from the children," and
said the fire was i!l a good local.ion
- the tempora1y parking lot near

said the pledges had used all the
safety precaution , and that UPFD
provided the service call free of
charge to FTU.
A spokesman from the FTU
Snack Bar had been told that two
boys had asked to use two of the
,,,~~~~~~·~·a·r~w·r·,~~e~~~~o.m~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Snack Bar fire extinguishen,sa0ng
"The Home of Happy Banking"
they had permission from Securit.y
to use them. The spokesman said
M
at
the extinguishers had been u ed.
E
F
However, Security said that
M
0 1 although TKE had received
B
approval for the bonfire, no
I
permission had been granted for u. e
E
c of!ny FTU fire equipment.
R

HIGHWAY

AT

Fraternity Gets
Marshmallows Wet

teams were Mercer University,
University of North Carolina, and
the University of Florida.
The Science in Human Affairs
Bill Dumas, assistant to Dr. Lecture Tuesday will be "Nutrition
Raymond Buchanan, Jr., Director and Health." The lecture, in the
· accompanie
· d th e t earn Science Auditorium, will be at 7
o f F orensics,
to Valdosta E I'
th
FTU

?1&ee l
EAST 50

0 0

Krenn i also exhibiting in the
Inaugural Exhibit.ion at the new
Winter Park Gas Company Building.
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FTU Library
Florida
American-Hungarians.
Opening remarks will be made by
Bernard L. Foy, assistant director
of Libraries for FTU.
Edward E. Wahlkamp, assistant
professor of economics at Rollins
College, will deliver a
, commemoration to King Stephen,
followed by a presentation of a
video-tape on "St. Stephen, King of
Hungary, His Reign and His Era,"
prepared by Dr. Michael J. Horvath,
librarian, University of Maryland.
Along with the Saint Stephen
exhibit, :.lorbert St. Clair, associate
librarian at FTU, will display his
•own collection of costumes,
silverware, and folk art from
Hungary.
The King .Stephen Exhibit begins
Sunday, November 15, and runs
through Saturday, November 21.

TAU Fraternity has seen two of
At the meeting Monday night it
the most action-packed weeks of was announced that the brothers
the year in sports since Monday, had drawn "The Paladins" as the
November 2 ! On Lhat date, the mascot that they were to support.
annual football rivalry between the The entry "Paladin" was
TAUs and Phi Alpha Eps·ilon submittted by· pledge brother John
Fraternity took place, and the game Wright and the brothers were
without a doubt, met past naturally happy to have drawn this
precedents as an exciting and close
game. It was a Lie ganw aL halftime,
and was a see-saw affair all the way
through, but at Lhe end, the TAU
emerged vi<'torious, by a score of
.

~,
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captains Bruce Forster and team
two captain Jim Van Horn. We
anticipate an excellent season.
Socially, Kappa Sigma Alpha will
revive the famous Friday socials of
last spring. The Pledge/Brother
football game today should provide
good, clean fun for all who

participate.
Don't forget the picnic with
Alumni on Sunday.
Kappa Sig is proud to announce
the engagement of little sister Linda
Wolk en to Marine Commander
Bookie Hewitt.
Due to vacancies caused by

-o-

Tri-K's weekly Monday dinner
meeting, held in the cafeteria, was
enjoyed by all sisters and pledges
who attended. Afterwards , the
pledges and sisters broke up to
discuss business. The pledges'
newly-elected officers are as
follows: president - Bev Trippler,
vice-president Kyle Faller,
secretary Marietfa Monson,
treasurer - Pam Smith, activities
chairman - Sharon Ramer, social
chairman Jodi Scalpone and
scholarship chairman Lyn
Woolard.
The sisters in the meantime,
chose Cheryl Poe as the new pledge
trainer, and Connie Evans as her
assistant. Also, Charly Rainville was
appointed as Tri -K's social
chairman, Peggy Ochs - scholarship
chairman, Cath Jonnar - project
chairman and Donna Dosh
historian.

_, .
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Lo

be out. hown by PAE, the

'l't::1\ t.; m;irl1 · t hl'ir vii· .lo knock off

the TAUs a we •k later, Monday,
November 9 . BoLh Lhe TAU and
PKE cam into the l.{ame with 5-1
w i 11 - Io s records, both in the
· .ili ng for the playoffs. One Learn
"ltlcl emerge victorious with a
,11 .:
. 1!
l.he championships, Lhe
i.11<"1· would settle into Lhird place.
fhus the game began. The TAUs
won the loss and elected Lo receive .
It was shortly thereafter that TAU
quarterback Dennis Durkin
connected wi.th Mike Abufaris for
the first score of the game. An
agressive Teke offense came back to
t.ie the score 6-6, and so it wa at
halftime .
The TAUs came back the second
half Lu make what was Lo be the
last score of the game with another
touchdown pass from Durkin to
Bruce Hansley. But ~ith less than
two minutes remaining, an alert
Tcke defense picked off a TAU
pass, and moved to the TAU 20
yard line. But again, it was an
outstanding interception by TAU
defensive safety Allan Mickolson
that saved the day for the TAUs.
That defensive play by Alan
Mickelson, along with outstanding
efforts by middle linebacker Scott
Thomson, coupled with excellent
offensive plays by Durkin, Greg
Gavel, and others, made the TA Us
victorious over PKE, 12-6. It was
truly a complete team effort with
the backing of spirited fans that
gave the TAUs their victory. The
TAUs are now 6-1 for the season,
tied for first place.
Volleyball is coming up, and the
TAUs, in hopes of winning
volleyball again, will field 3 teams:
TAU 1, captain Mark Stockwell;
TAU 2, captain Scott Thomson;
TAU 3, (pledges), captain George
Keen.
Two weeks remain in the
TAU-sponsored Blood for Peace
Drive. There has been good turnout
so far for the drive. Anyone 18 or
older can donate on the given days
in C dorm lounge. Everyone is
en'c ouraged to give blood to this
worthy cause, in the name of FTU
or the organization of your choice.
The TAUs are not without their
social functions. This Saturday
night the TAUs are having a party,
complete with a band,
refreshments, and the works.
Friday night, November 20, there is
another party for the TAUs,
sponsored by a TAU pledge. The
party ·is ,to be at Foxcroft
Apartments , with the Salvation
Alliance providing the
entertainment. Then on Saturday is
tentatively scheduled a hayride and
bonfire, which should prove to be
quite an affair.

On Sunday, Nov. 22 Tyes plan a
work day for pledges. We'll get to
know our pledges and keep them
busy with constructive activities.
Following the work day we plan to
have a friendship service.
Tyes support the Comets for
mascot. Everyone be sure to vote in
the mascot elections VOTE
COMETS.

ll\

)

PEPSI

After winning all of our
volleyball games and becomfog
champions in our league, Tri-K's are
concentrating on football season
which begins Monday, November
r .......
16 by practicing every day after
school with the much-needed help
U.S. Democratic Senator-Elect Lawton t;hlles ot'
wearing to be quite a conversation piece. He has worn of our coaches, Neil Richard and
·
Lakeland Pleasantly dl·scovered that h1·s Fraternal
ou t f our o th er pairs
w h"l
1 e mee t·lhg over 40 , 000 Mark Stockwell. _0 _
affiliation, ATO, caused TAUs of FTU to assist him
Floridians from the Panhandle to Key West by
The Chi Alpha fraternity formed
by serving as hosts at his fish fry at Sanlando Springs
walking 1,003 miles in 92 days.
from the Les Crosse club and this
recently. Besides serving soft drinks, the TAUs
Left to right: Bruce Dowlen of Sanford, Bill week celebrates their anniversary.
assisted in parking cars and distributing bumper
Frisbey of Winter Park, Lawton Chiles, Tony Gentile, Saturday a barbecue party is
stickers to the crowd of over 2,500 Central Floridians
Orlando, William Hornsby of Winter Park, and Russ planned with a football game and a
who attended the occasion. Chiles' fame as the
Bentley of O~lando.
surprise from the little sisters.
Walking Senator caused the pair of shoes he was
Last weekend the Tyes sorority
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a n d XA held a social at the
Regency Apartments, music was
particular mascot. The brothers of
The pledge class officers were graduations, several new positions provided by Ham Fish and brothers
PAE will be doing their best to elected last week. They are Helen have been filled. Soc'ial Chairman Ralph Bundy and Bruce Swenk. A
inform the student body of the Brandstetter president; Carol Mike Meador, Historian John great evening was had by all who
virtues of having "Paladin" for a Darty vice-president; Susan Voelpel, Chaplin Alvin Hatchitt, attended, with action continuing
mascot and a giant replica of the Alpaugh - secretary; and Fran Athletic Director H. Bruce Forster, later at Ed Jones.
mascot will be seen on campus Kaufman - treasurer. They have Publicity Director Jeff Junkins, and
Sunday the XA pledges lead by
Thursday and Friday.
<..
been working on fund-raising continuing as Parliamentarian for Tommy Wade and Barry Lentz beat
an unprecedented second term the TEPs they've now turned their
Phi Alpha Epsilon would like to projects. Many sisters have felt the
David "Rusty" Beavers.
hopes on the brothers.
welcome Sigma Alpha Epsilon presence of the pledges (missing
brother John Wells to the mattresses and corn flakes in
fraternity. John is a transfer from dresser drawers, for example).
Last Saturday Tyes supported
Florida Southern and is majoring in
If
marketing. The brothers of 'Phi VFW by selling poppies. We worked
Alpha Epsilon are glad to have John at Winter Park Mall, Aloma
with the fraternity and are sure to Shopping Center and Downtown
benefit from his experience as a Orlando.
500 S. Dixie Hwy.
A reminder to everyone to attend
SAE brother.
-oShowcase '70 on November 15
at Casselberry, Fla.
This week Kappa Sigma Alpha from 6:30-9:30 at the Municipal
(across from Seminole Plaza)
Auditorium.
There
will
be
6
bands
would like to honor the fall pledge
class, led by President Paul playing. Tickets can be purchased
Harkiewicz, Vice President Charles from any sister or pledge for $1.50
0 'Meara, and Treasurer Lee a piece. It benefits cerebral palsy,
Constantine. These boys have Tyes annual service project.
On Saturday, Nov. 7 Tyes were
shown great promise, and we
challenge any other pledge class to guests of XA at the Regency Apts.
prove that we aren't number one. recreation room. We really had a
.. In athletics Kappa Sig finished great time and wish to thank the
out strong,, finally proving their brothers. We are looking forward to
true strength with a 30 point more socials with other fraternities.
We stuffed packets with TEP for
victory over SSX and finishing 4-3
for the season. Volleyball practice cerebral palsy. We don't want to see
has begun under the direction of any envelopes for a long, long time.

f1

People on the go
Florida Tedt
go BURGER CHEF

COOK-OUT
FLAVOR

-o-

Last Friday night the brothers,
little sisters, and the new pledges
had a party at the Hunt Club at
Foxcroft Apartments and it has to
rank as one of the best parties Phi
Alpha Epsilon has had this year.
Everybody shot pool, danced, and
worked hard at just having a great
time.
Then on Sunday afternoon PAE's
hard luck football team wreaked its
revenge on Chi Alpha in a practice
game after losing previously to XA
in regular season play. The offense
outscored Chi Alpha 24-7 and the
defense came up with ten
interceptions. Making his first
appearance of the year as a player
was P AE's athletic director and
football coach Mike Malone who
scored P AE's first touchdown on a
center screen. T~o bad it wasn't a
regular season game.

HAVE APROF
WASH YOUR CAR
The Biology Club of FTU is having a
car wash using 15 Science professors .
as was hers
Come One - Come All!
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
SHELL STATION, CORNER OF 436 & 50

What's our secret? It's open
flame cooking. Each of our
100% pure beef hamburgers is
Every Wed. Nita
Fmmily Nite

BIG SHEF 59'
Vttuel
Coke &
French Fries
(14c

cooked over open flames,
sealing in all their natural beef
goodness. Treat the family tonight to cook-out hamburgers.
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They Are All (Chambers) Brothers Under The Skin, And •••••

Their Audience Loved Them
Photos and Story by Lee DeRaud
To gether Product ions brought
the Chambers Brothers to Orlando
Sports S t adium last Friday nigh t. It
was the first t ime I had see n them
since a concert in De nver nearly
eighteen mont hs ago , and eit her t he
altitude t here bothered them or
they have greatly improved since
then. The show F r iday was a tight ,
professionally arranged act; most
groups today get in the habit of just
get ting up and jamming for twenty
minutes or so and t he11 taking a
break to return. The Chambers
Brothers moved smoothly wi t hout
pause from one song to the next
throu ghout t he fi rst set and
somehow managed to warm up t he
Stadium, which was running about
two degrees above freezing that
• night .
The second set consisted mostly
of a long instrumental highlighted
by a monumental drum solo (with
kettle drum, no less) and a couple
of very complicated rhythm
routines with bass carrying the
main rhythm and cow bells and
assorted guitar licks filling in at odd

spots. This ~oL the audiPn ce worked
up prC' tly ~ood, ldt the band about
half wiped out, and s<'t Lh e sta~ e !"or
the ne xt ac l.
" W e want ' Tim t" ! We wa nt
'Timt'' !" Th e a udi e nce would gr>l a
ch a n L going a t eve ry pa usl' in llw
ac Lion, proba bly more' t o l•l'(' P
warm th a n anything l' ls1•. bu r !"111·
the third set th ey Wl'l"l' rPwan l. ·ii ' ''
a clock hea l on Lh e eowlH'll I·
group has on e showpi1•('L' n un il··· ···
some thing they do l'vNywlw r• · 111ey
go rl't..(ardless of how old i i 1s , and
th e C ha mb er. Bro thers, like many
oth rs, US C' their firs t bi~ hit . Any
rese mblance Io Lhe rf'corded version
is purPly coinciden t<1 l. Som PI imP
abou t a wee k latPr, an all too short
wee k at that, but really only about
half an hour, the audi1•nce had
forgotte n th e cold, forgotLe n how
hard concrete floors can gel ,
forgotlen (in at leas I one cast•) how
heavy came ra cases can gPt. and
something va!-{uely akin lo applaus1',
but more akin to a riot, sLart<'d up .
Bring them back, "TogC'ther", <•
show like that is hard Lo beat.

IMPORTED AUTO SERVICE

NO REPAIR OR SERVICE TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE
"All makes Fiat to Rolls /foyc.e ;,

Yo~Jr
IFC Raises Dollars
(Whrrt 's Your Problem will he a
weekly column devoted lo
For Palsy Tots answering
your questions about

What's

Problem???

almost any subject. If you think
Six top-names Central Florida something.. needs lo be corrected,
bands will highlight "Showcase but feel you can't "Fight City
SPECIALISTS IN TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE
'70," a concert sponsored by FTUs Hall", ask us, and we will either gel
,lnterfraternity Council (IFC) to action or an answer. Address all
Hours:
benefit United Cerebral Palsy . questions lo "Whal 's Your
8 a.m. · 9 p.m,
2815 Silver Star Rd.
Bee-Jay Booking Agency will Problem ?", FuTUre, P. 0. Box
Sat. 9 - 5
1 mile West of North Hwy. 441
provide the entertainment; the 25000, FTU, and either mail them
~---------~P~H~O~N~E~2~9~5~-~3~5~3~3~---------~b~~ sc~du~d are ilie Barom from ~~mpwor~~ Mem~
'People's Choice Oxford Blue ' the inner-campus mail boxes.)
Greentree County,' the Brewed, and
Why aren't there more clocks on
Image. "Showcase '70" will be campus ? Especially in the
presented this Sunday from 6: 30 to Administration Building, ./.here are
9:30 pm in the Orlando Municipal no clochs in there except in a few
Auditorium.
of the offices.
A donation of $1_.50 per person i.s Fred Clayton, Director of the ·
~equ.ested, and tickets may _be FTU planning department, is the
btamed from any FTU fraternity only man who can fulfill requests
~rother . The IF~ will also be selling for clocks. Jn a talk with him on
SPORTSWEAR®
tickets at _the Village Center , and at the subject Clayton cited a number
high schools ' colleges ' and of reasons ' for the def1c1ency.
· ·
·
all
. local
.
F 1rst
1umor colle~es .
·
· ver y
on the hst
was that he 1s

LO.A

I

--

-,~

J-M SPECIALTIES

•

h.i.s

Rawhide Vest
FRINGED FASHION

Nothing adds reality to Western styling
like rawhide fringes and this exciting vest
by h.i.s. makes others pale in
comparison.

•

OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9

......

.,

..

WE HONOR
• DINER'S CLUB
• AMERICAN EXPRESS

Store for Me

ii

BANKAMERICARD

m13.1,,1J.@i

SANFORD PLAZA-SANFORD

hard-pressed for time (no pun
intended) and that he would find it
difficult to deal with such a request
immediately. Second, when the
FuTUre inquired into the problem,
he said that it was the first inquiry
into the matter since school started .
- so scream a little louder . Third,
many professors don't want them
in the classrooms because Loo many
people are busy watching them .
Fourth, many universities and
colleges now do not put clocks in
the classrooms as a general rule for
the same reason. And, fifth, the
clocks require special hookups with
a master clock at the physical plant
for synchronization purposes and
the lobby of the Administration
Building was not built with .these
facilities.
Now, since I have given you five
good reasons why you should be
late for a class, can I interest you in
a nice little 17-jewel job I just
picked up ... ?

RAMADA
INN- EAST

LUNCHEON
BUFFET

EVERY DAY

EL BODEGON COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LA COMIDA DINING ROOM 11731 E. Colonial Drive (Near FTU)

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.
273-1500
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Tuesday •T.O.* Day For Cagers
Matman's First Matth:
Strikes A Winning Pose
John Rouse wrestled in his first
competitive match Saturday and
won an 8-1 decision over his
opponent. In doing that, he took
first place in the heavyweight (220
pounds and ov~r) division and won
a large trnphy.
The tournament was Lhe Fort
Meyers - Lee County AAU Open
Wrestling Tourney held at the Fort
Meyers YMCA. FTU as a Learn did
not ente r; but Coach John Gergley
gave Lwo of the FTU wrestlers
perm1ss1on Lo travel down and
"enLer Lhe competition." And they
did.
The othe-r FTU matman was
Charles Patton, a junior,
engineering major, who placed third
in the 198-pound weight division.
Rouse, a junior , 20 year-old
phy ical education major, was
de cribed by a. sisLa nL coach John
Ellis as being "fast for 24 0 pounds ,
quick - he has improved greatly in
the past month of wrestling." Ellis
traveled with the team Lo Fort
Meyers.
The Lwo competed with 300
others, in the junior, high school,
and s e nior tournament . Rou e
de feated a heavyweight from the
Fort Meyer YMCA wrestling club.

FTU wrestlers John Rouse and Charles Patton have reason to be
proud after placing in an open tournament last weekend in Fort Myers.
Rouse, who wrestled in competition for the first time in his life, placed
first in the heavyweight division, and was awarded this trophy. Patton
took third place in the 198-pound weight class.
(Photo by Steve Heitzner)

Clark: Answer to Maravich?
Or 'Coach's Son Makes Good'
Here on the FTU campus, there is
someone who takes after Pe te
Maravich.
Tha L's right. FTU is not a
scholarship t e am, and next
Tuesday's basketball opener is only
the sLarL of the chool's second
season but FTU can boast of a true
basketball star - a Pete Maravich
disgui ed in Black and Gold.

His name is Mike Clark. Like
Maravich, his father is the coach .
He s only a six-foot -one 19-year-old
sophomore, but as a freshman,
Clark ripped the nets for an average
of 2 4 noints per game .
"Raised in a gym," Mike came to
FTU from Xavier High School in
Wisconsin, where he achieved wide
recognition and many honors.

The top score r for the Black and
Gold last year, Clark is a team
leader and brilliant playmaster . He 's
invaluable not only in the scoring
department, but also -for his
talented ball-handling and sharply
executed assists.
He believes FTU should have a
good team with a small, but fast
squad. "Rebounding will be a
problem, and we'll have to hustle to
put some points on the boards," he
adds.
What are - his career plans? The
obvious . Clark is majoring in
Physical Education and hopes to
teach and coach.
He enjoys seeing movies,
watching football, and playing
basketball, basketball, basketball.
In fact, his world revolves around
the cage sport.
On other Florida campuses some
students are seeking a de-emphasis
of athletics. Mike, however, is
strongly in favor of sports
emphasis. Having grown up with
sports, he feels they "greatly help a
school to get established."
Mike Clark hasn't developed any
philosophy on life, but on the court
opponents aren't interested in
hearing his views. They can see him
in action, and for them the
appropriate word is, "Beware!"
A year ago the Bengal Tigers
gained recognition, and rightly so.
LSU had its Maravich. But it's time
for the '70-'71 season, and FTU can
brag of Mike Clark - for three
"Miracle" Mike Clark, FTU's big scoring gun last year is shown here more years.
warming up during a practice session at the Oviedo High School gym.

*... Season's Tip Off
By Duncan Marks
Tuesday night is the night.
Tuesday night?
FTU takes to the court - and
faces Embry Riddle Aeronautical
Institute. The site will be the new
Oviedo High School gymnasium.
The time will be 8 p.m.
"The team's ready to go. The
school's ready to go." Words from
Coach Gene Clark over 25
practices and three "successful"
scrimmages under their belts.
Embry Riddle, coming back from
a 107-67 defeat at the hands of
Lake-Sumter Junior College last
Monday night, will be loo~ing for
the win. So will FTU.
FTU has scrimmaged Rollins
freshmen and the College of
Orlando twice. The term
"successful" means that FTU
outscored its opponents. FTU beat
the Rollins frosh 89-73, widening a
44-40 halftime lead .
"Ready for play .. .ready for the
game," Coach Clark sums up FTU's
squad. "We haven't grown (in
height) since the season began,"
he adds with a smile. Clark plans to
pit Ed Smith, "good defensive
man" against Riddle's top scorer
Tuesday night.

Coach Clark
Uniforms are due any minute.
There is an almost electric
atmosphere in the athletic
department; game preparations and
publicity occupy the time of most
staff members. More and more
students from the pep club,
Student Government, fraternities,
cheerleaders and the student body
are getting involved with the
program.
"Pep rally Tuesday morning at 11
a.m. in the circle next to the Village
Center." "Karate demonstration at
half-time." "Fraternity basketball
game before the game at 6: 3 0
p.m." "Spirit trophy." "One of the
best coaches in the country ."
FTU is ready. The team is ready .
Ready for Tuesday.

FTU Raises Spirit,
Trophy To Be Awarded
Russ Salerno, Pep Club chairman, stressed Thursday the need for more
student orientation in the Pep Club. The Club is presenting a
highly-organized publicity campaign for FTU major sports . "We seem to
be getting good response from the student body," he noted.
The Pep Club, open to all holders
of FTU identification cards, is
A pep assembly will be held at 11
coordinating the support for the am Tuesday. Coach Clark and the
athletic department . It is composed FTU cagers will be presented, and
of members of the student body, rumors are spreading around
administration and faculty.
campus that possible aeiiai
Salerno put on display the interference will be encountered on
three-foot trophy that will be the day of the game with Embry
awarded after the basketball season Riddle Aeronautical Institute.
to the group that participates most
Also rumored was the fact that
--- "has the highest percentage of the Union Park Fire Department
membership at all the games" and would be on hand to view the pep
the group may keep the trophy; or rally; yet this was unconfirmed.
,
as Coach Salerno says it, "the
The Pep Club is also arranging
whole shooting match."
with Southern Airlines possible 66%
A homecoming is in the works discounts and charter planes for
and the Pep Club is trying to FTU boosters to away games.
coordinate with the Mascot
committee, the mascot unveiling
ceremonies on Mascot Day, Dec. 4.
Salerno also noted that the first
basketball game will be Tuesday,
November 1 7. There will be no
varsity-freshman game on the 14th,
Saturday, because "there is no
frosh team." Tuesday's ~ame
against Embry Riddle Aeronautical
l\!eare~t
Institute will be held at Ovied0
High School gym. Salerno
Authorized Volkswagen Dealer
commented on the site, pointing
6363 E. Colonial Drive
out that there will be plenty of
parking and security. There will
also be a karate demonstration at
5 Miles West of F.T.U.
half-time "so that students will be
sure that they make it to their cars
277-7220
safely.'

Louis
Volkswagen

Captured By The Bug
'69 CHEVELLE WAGON

s2495
'68 VW BUG

51595
'70 DUNE BUGGY

s1595
'69 FIAT 124 COUPE

s2195
COME SEE OUR
COMPLETE DISPLAY AT

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER Inc.
5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
273-3373

'64 NOVA - SS

Salerno

895

5

Opening the season will be an
inter - fraternity basketball game
between TKE and PAE fraternities
Tuesday night at 6:30. President of
PAE is Dick Powell, and TKE is led
by Gary Hallman.
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IM Powderpuff·
Teams Make Up
Women's Intramural l'owaerpuff
teams have been completely
organized. There are two leagues
with four teams in each league.
Each team will play four games.
One of the four games will be with
one team from the other league. In
the end the one team with the best
record fr om each league will
compete for the championship.
The football season begins
Monday. It will last approximately
two and a half weeks. The games
will be played on the same fields as
the men's footbal1 games. The rules
will be the same, and there will be a
male and a female official. Ken
Renner, In tramurals Director,
"looks for a lot of enthusiasm" to
be shown.
The schedule for the first week of
the season is:
Monday 3:50 - Tt:i-K vs Earl's
Bombers; 4:50 Fideles vs
Dippoettes.
Tuesday 3:50 - Immortals vs
Kappa Sigma Alpha Little Sisters;
4:50 - Tyes vs Teke Toddlers.
Wednesday 3:50 - Immortals vs
Tri-K; 4 :50 - Teke Toddlers vs
Fideles.
Thursday 3:50 Tyes vs
Dippoettes; 4:50 - Kappa Sigma
Alpha Little Sisters vs Earl's
Bombers.

Over 100 fans gathered Monday for the climax game of the year for
both teams.
A bonfire and pep rally the night before began the fireworks.
TEKE was noticeably up for the game with many supporters yelling
TEKE chants. The TAUs were also up for the game, coming off a
victory over PAE a few days before. The TEKE team dressed in their
traditional red, white and silver of Tau Kappa Epsilon looked sharp as
they went through their pregame drills. The TAUs, dressed in navy,
white and gold looked equally impressive.
The game began with the TEKEs kicking off to TAU. TAU then
moved down field on successive passes concluding with a 16-yard pass
from Durkin to Abufaris. The point after the TD was missed. TEKE
marched right back on the ensuing kickoff and scored on the TAUs with
a finely caught pass from Denno to Jodiy. The point after was missed
and TAU took over.
However, the half ended with Chi Alpha ahead 6-6. To explain, a tie
would have XA undisputed first place. The second half was almost all
TEKE, with the climax being a goal-line stand by TAU with about three
minutes left in the game. The TAUs came back on passes to Abufaris
and Hansley, with the final pass going for 20 yards to Bruce Hansley for
a touchdown. The point after was missed and after the kickoff, TEKE
moved down the field to the TAU 20-yard line. Allan Mickolson came
up with a timely interception and the threat was ended.
The game saw many fine efforts, especially those of TAU's Scott
Thompson on defense. The TEKEs played a fine game but key mistakes
on defense were the difference. After the game, the TAU chant was
"Bring on Chi Alpha".
·

Two-Year Jinx Broken;
SSX Wins Moral Victory
It was the last half of the last
game. The team on offense, with
three minutes left and faced with a
fourth down situation, called a left
flair pass. The quarterback took the
snap, faded back to the left and
fired a bullet pass to his left end,
who was in the end zone. Score.
Then it happened. The team
picked up the end and the entire
team collapsed on the
ground---pandemonium broke loose
- - so much that an official time-out
was called. ·
Just a score? Not hardly -- it was
the first score in two yea.rs of
intramural football for Sigma Sigma
....Chi, breaking the jinx that held

THE

UNLIMITED
CURIO SHOP
&.
PHOTO SUPPLY
MONTHLY PHOTO
CONTEST - CONTEST
CLOSES 15th OF EACH
MONTH
WINNERS ON 30th
$20 Fl RST PRIZE

them scoreless for 14 games.
It was quarterback Tom Smith,
19-year old SSX brother who fired
the pass that will go down in SSX
history. The receiver was Steve
Armstrong, 19-year old sophomore.
The pa.ss was about 20 yards, and
the prettiest sight to the SSX
sidelines in two years.
The pass climaxed a 60-yard drive
marked by two crucial first-down
passes. One was snagged by Bob
Taggart on the 41 and the second
was plucked from the midst of three
Kappa Sigma players on the KSA
19 by Greg High, 19-year old
biology education major.
KSA won the game 27-7 but the
SSX men had scored a moral
victory. In fact, they came right
back and got the extra point with a
Glenn Crumley sprint up the
middle.
High, interyiewed after the game,
noted that the SSX brothers hoped
to carry their good luck streak with
them into the volleyball season.
Last year SSX placed third. "This
year we're trying for first place,"
High commented.
Today is Friday the 13th. An
unlucky day for a story about
breaking a two-year iinx.

The Tyes face the Charlie Brown All-Stars in volley ball competition.
'The Tyes won both games and went on to win the Black League
championship. The Tyes will come up against Tri-K, champs of the
Gold League later this week.
(Photo by Randy Drake)

powderpuff football schdule

1. Immortals

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
. 8.

SPORTS SHORTS
Tri-K, champs of the gold league,
will face the Tyes, champs of the
Black league, late this week to
determine the champions of the
Women's Intramural Volleyball
season.
Both teams are · 4-0, a perfect
1.000 percentage. Backing up Tri-K
in the gold league is the
Knickerbockers, 3-1_, and behind "the
Tyes in the black league is the Dirty
Dozen, also 3-1.
The final team tallies are:
GOLD LEAGUE
Won Lost PcL.
Team
1.000
0
4
Tri K
.'750
1
3
Knicks
.500
2
2
Gabs
.250
3
Dippoettes 1
.000
4
0
Soras

GB

1
2
3
4

BLACK LEAGUE
Won Lost Pct. GB
Team
4
0 1.000
Ty es
1
.750 1
Dirty Dozen 3
1
2
.333 2 112
All Stars
2
.333 2 1/2
Busch Babies 1
3
1
.2 50 3
Phrogs

VIDEO SONICS
Photographic and Stereo Equipment
INVITES
YOU AND YOUR CAMERA
TO AN IN-STORE DEMONSTRATION

KSA Little SisLers
Earl's Bombers
Tri-K
Tyes
TKE's Toddlers
Fideles
Dippoettes

DAY
M

DATE

T

17

w

JS

R

19

M

23

T

24

M

30

T

J+

w

2

16

GAME
3-4
3:50
7-8
4:50
1-2
3 :50
5-6
4:50
]-4
3:50
6-7
4:50
5-8
3:50
2-3
4:50
5-7
3:50
2-4
4:50
6-8
3:50
1-3
4:50
4-8
3:50
3-7
4 :50
1 -!'1
3:50
2-6
4 :50
PLAYOFFS

TIME

+December
*All rained-out games will lw j
played the following Friday.
Only ihe IM office can call a
rained-ouL game. The ~ame will
~10t be called rained -out intil
3:00 on the day of the game.
*Forfeit Lime - 15 minutes (6
women minimum) ; * Two
fmfeits will forfeit a Learn out of
the league; *You may add
members to the roster up io 2.J
hours before any game.

SPORTS SHORTS
There will be a meeting of the
Physical Education Club. Tue.day.
•Clark is expected to again lead his Nov. 17 at 11 am in GC 119. All
team in point production during- this fhreshmldan Lthtroudgh senior members
.
s ou
a en
Lhis important
tougher upcoming season.
meeting.

OF

LEATHER GOODS
POSTERS

BELL & HOWELL/CANON
PRODUCTS

BLACK LIGHT ROOM

TO BE HELD

STEPPENWOLF TICKETS

NOV. 20 & 21 - FRIDAY & .SATURDAY

WE NOW HAVE .
INSTANT .KARMA
LOVING RUGS - $2.
OPEN ·

10· 8 SAT . 11-6
10033 E . COLONIAL DR .
277 9935

NEXT TO ROYAL CASTLE

A FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON
HAND TO HELP YOU WITH ANY OF YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS.
A MODEL WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR USE ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND
EVENING AS WELL AS ALL DAY SATURDAY.
OPEN Tl LL 9:00 P.M.
645-0882
Between Steak & Shake & McDonalds
on 17-92 in Winter Park

FfU's 1970 Varsity Basketball starters: (top row) Mike Cluney, Pat
Fitzgerald, Don Mathis, Jim Flanagan; (bottom row) Mike Lalone, Ed
Smith, Mike Clark. Not pictured: Rudy Jes.see. (Photos by Lee DeRaud)
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TAUs Are Tech .Greek Champs
Chi Alpha Is Beaten
In 6- 0 Defensive Duel
The Tau-Chi Alpha game last
Wednesday turned out to be a
spectacle approaching
magnificence. IL is indeed
unfortunate that Tau won only
because it made victory and defeat
an issue which seemed to sour an
otherwi e impressive and enjoyable
football game. Even upon
approaching the playing rields of
FTU the enLhusiasm could be heard
for hundreds of yards as the fans
warmed over their cheers and calls,
in ome in Lances long dormant
since hi~h school davs.

The balll e began before any
players appeared on the field . XA
unfurled a long green banner saying
' 'Go Green Machine~" however
TAU retaliated with a volley of
cheer. with the aid of a portable
megaphone. Eve'n after the game
began iL was eivdent that not all the
courage present that day was being
tested on the football field when
TAU began chanting "Um-ga-wa,
We got the powa," and by the end
of the first half the only reduction
in noise was due Lo hoarseness.
But the sound from the crowd
was just an indication of the action
going on between the boundaries.
During the first half it was obvious
that both sides were intent upon
movirfg the ball quickly by making
series of long passes. The ball
moved all right - because of the
numerous interceptions it moved
back and forth so much it seemed
more like tennis than football :it
times. Within the first few pla~ s,
XA s quarterback sprained his ankle
but it was decided Lo leave him in.
This could have Pasily been one of
the reasons why Tau effected so
many interceptions. In the second
half the Lrategy still called for
pas ing but in a more conservative
manner, allowing the spectators Lo
see some fast a·nd hard short passes.

But the essence or the exc1temenL
of the game lay in the
aggressiveness of the players and
the totally unpredictable nature of
the results. Five or six times the
quarterbacks were caught behind
the scrimmage line before they
could spot a receiver. More than
once a team was within five yards
of the goal only Lo be penalized or
see one of their passes intercepted.
Ai one point, a TAU player caught
a pass on the fourth down about
one yard from the goal line. He
hopped over the line and,
ovel'joyed, turned around to see his
teammates, in tead he saw an XA
.on the one yard line holding a TAU
nag in his hand.
Certainly the victors and the
vanquished can console themselves
with the knowledge that the
excellence of the game far
surpassed its importance.
TAU rebounded from an earlier
loss to Chi Alpha this year Lo
1
F·ecotrd ~LS-OLwin ovecr hthem. for ht.he TAU receiver goes for ball as Chi Alpha defenders
ra ern1 y
eague
amp1ons 1p.
.
,
h
h Id
h
After receiving the opening close m. Both teams long mare es were e at t e
kickoff, Chi Alpha was unable Lo
(Photos by Jon Pindell
move the ball consistently
throughout the first half. TAU
and Sleve Heilzner)
gained valuable field position on
interceptions by Stockwell and
Tudor in the first half, but also
could not move the ball in for the
TD.
Chi Alpha kicked off to TAU in
the second half. TAU couldn t
move the ball any better than XA,
but a pass intercepted by
Thompson at the 24 yard line of
XA set up a TD play eight plays
later due Lo a fourth down pa s
interference play in the end zone
on the party of XA. The TD was
scored on a pass from Stockwell io
Abufaris. Chi Alpha took over and
drove Lo the TAU 10 before the
fourth down play was intercepted
by Thompson.

goal line until late in the second halt" when TAU
scored to get the edge. The Green Machine couldn't
get into the TAU end zone for a score and lost, 6-0.

Chi Alpha quarterback, who later sprained his ankle, prepares to let
loose a bomb to downfield receiver . XA drove to TAU goaline, but
couldn't score.
TAU and XA go for a pass in
Wednesday's game. Chi Alpha later
stopped the march with a goal line
stand .

.JDIUTe

SFORrs
NEWS

Sidelines are alive with hopes for intramurals championships.
victory in Wednesday's game of won 6-0, defeating Chi Alpha.

The game was the intramural 1flag football championships
and it was one of the most exciting, marked by goal-line stands, long
drives and plenty of interceptions. TAU won 6-0, scoring late in the
second half.

{Photo by Randy Drake)

These intramural footballers are all hands in competition to face Chi Alpha. TAU also won
Monday's intramural game between TAU and TKE Wednesday, 6-0, and captured the intramural
fraternities. TAU won 12-6 and moved into the finals championships for 1970.
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Chi Alpha intercepts TAU pass to Alpha later threatened, but failed
stop TAU offensive drive. Ch i to score .
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Brand New Sheaffer Pens
designed for the younger
generation. The pens come in
mod colors, are individually
wrapped and come in ·
"psychedelic boxes".

Soft Touch
American Greetings

/

Special occasion cards, all
designed to send fjreetings to
friends far and near with a
brief but appropriate message.
Some say good morning - for
no special reason. Colorful
scenes, floral scenes, and
various unusual subjects.

Garb-Othello
Colored Charcoa l/Pastel
Pencil & Chalk Sets
Uniform co lo r and qualit y
pencil and cha lk - non-oily for the art ist, designer, mu ra t
painter.
La rge set of 2 4 pe n cils
and 24 chalks

·i>1 2.00

Smaller set of 12 p-en c ils
an d 1 2 chalks
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Circle K has been very active this
year. The latest project was the
preparation of trash barrels to be
placed at Lake Claire. This weekend
there will be at: a Divisional Rally at
Lake Sumter Jr. College. The club
holds the leadership position in the
Division this year, they have the Lt.
Governor in our club. Bob
McMillan has been traveling
throughout Central Florida to
promote Circle K. He will be the
best Lt. Governor this Division has
had.
Last Monday evening this year's
Board of Directors was chosen,
they are : David Edtsel - Freshman
Director; Arthur Haas Sophomore Director; John Nelson
- Junior Director; Neil McMillan Senior Director; and Larry
Dunnagan - Graduate Director.
Our club is sponsoring the name
"Argonauts" in the mascot naming
con test. Mythologically, the
Argonauts were Greek heroes and
demigods who sailed with Jason on
the Argo in search of the Golden
Fleece. Those included in the
expedition represented all of
Greece. Therefore, every part of
Greece shared in the expedition and
therefore shared the glory and any
future advantages which might
derive from it. In short, the

any information regarding films,
speakers or teaching materials that
can be used in this "end the war"
program, please contact an officer.
Assistance is also needed in
publicizing this event.
Anyone interested is invited to
come to the next SMC meeting.
The weekly meetings are every
Thursday, 11-12 am, room Ad 111.
Week for Peace Committee
meetings are Tuesday 2 pm (meet
in Lobby of Library, location and
time are subject to change).

ATTENTION: The Newman
University Center will be holding
the second in a series of special
drug lectures this Friday night,
.N ovember 13 at 8 pm. This week's
lecture concerns the legal aspects of
drug abuse and will be presented by
Judge Warren Edwards, Criminal
Judge, Orange County, and James
Powers, Director of Pharmacology,
Tallahassee. All students and
faculty members are invited to
attend the entire lecture series
which is being held in the Winter
-oPark High School Auditorium. The
Would you like to learn what the remaining lectures will be held on
engineers are doing about pollution November 20 and December 4.
-oand have a really good dinner? Like
The Institute of Electrical and
your choice of Roast Top Sirloin of
Beef, or London Broil smothered in Electronic Engineers (IEEE) is
Mushroom Sauce, or Fried Shrimp, having an introductory meeting on

Speakers at the Quarterly
meeting will include both State
Party Chairman, Duke Crittenden
and Congressman Lou Frey, as well
.as other Republicn office holders.
Anyone interested in good
government should seriously
consider joining the Young
Republicans. YR meetings are held
eacti Thursday at 11 am in GC 119.
For further information call Dennis
Keeler at 277-8466 or Osler Johns .
.at 422-1553.

'Pints For Pedro'
Bloody Good Show

Argonauts were in search of a
quest.
The term Argonauts can also be
used to represent FTU. Being a
new school, it is in search for
advancement
future growt h.
Also, there is the constant search
for knowledge . And, the word also
fits in with the mythological aspect
of t he University ... Pegasus. On an
ancient Greek coin, Pegasus was on
one side and a bust o f a man with
FTU greets a future transfer student: Bill Theroux, Manatee Junior
the word "Argonautae" (Argonaut) College student body executive administrator who plans t o transfer to
was on the o ther side.
FTU next fall, is greeted by FTU Student Body President Jim Stringer.
-oStudent Mobilization Commi t tee , Theroux is a marketing major. (I. to r.) Dean Hitt of Business
in keeping wi th its program of Administration, Stringer, Theroux, Registrar William Chapman, and
(Pho to by S te ve Heitz ner)
nonviole nce, is working toward an Bruce Hayes, also from Manatee JC.
education week Novemb er 30 to
Dece mb er 4. This Week fo r Peace fo r only $4. 00 ?
T h ursday, Nove mber 19 , at 11 am
After d inner, meet Leonard in R oom 3 06 of the Engineerin g
will consist o f films, speakers, a nd
classes taught b y Stud ent Mob e Ke ll e r , t he C hief Engineer at Build ing. Coffee and donuts wi ll be
me mb ers, a nd others. Two fil ms Ki namatics, In c., wh ich ass isted Dr. se,r ved. E=I.R coming to see .
Min to in t he development of the
-oSMC ho pes to offer are "You Don't re vol u t i o nary Freon-Externa l
c offee, anyone? Due to the
Have to Bu y War, Mrs . Smi t h " and
a film of t he Chicago Morato riu m
d uring the summer in L os Angeles. Combustion Engine . He will explain success of the previous 8ocial Hour,
Class to pics wi ll ra nge fr om a the principl es of this new, relatively MEAS, the Campus E n gineer
presentation a nd d iscussion of the pollution- free power source.
Student Organization, is sponsoring
ecological d amage done in IndaFor t·eservations, call J o Anne ano ther Soc ia l Hour at which the
china, to an examination of the Puglis i at 275-4471 (on campus). film "The Biosatellite Program Christian role in war.
All reservations must be in by 5 pm Be tween the Atom and the S tar"
Stu dent Mobe needs help in order today . The $4 fee may be turned in wi ll ·be presented. A ll student
to presen t this Week for Peace. to t he MEAS Secretary in EN 110 interested in engineering are invited
tt
t t
and shou ld be in before 5 pm next
·
SMC ' m
an a emp 0 move away Wed nesday.
to atten d . T he ho ur wi ll be he ld in
from the c o nfrontations so
EN 418 at 11 am on Novembe1· 19.
emember:
T
he
Baron
of
Beef
R
common on oth er campuses, nee d s
As befor·e, punch and cook 1'es w1'l l
·
d FTU Restaurant at Parliament House
t h e h e1P o f a 11 mtereste
be served for those of u who aren't
students and members of the Mo tor Hote l, 41 0 North Orange
Central F lorida area . SMC nee ds Blossom Tra il at 6:30 pm next caffe ine-h eads. We'll see you there!
· t
h'
1
d ·
t h Friday, for an evening of
-oh e1p m
eac mg c asses urmg
e educational entertainment.
After a trul y Hercu lean effort in
rE_d_u_c_a_ti_o_n~W_e_e_k~a_n_d~if~a_n_y_o_n_e_h_a_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the arena of praccic~ politics, t he
Young Rep ublicans are pre paring
for t h eir next major project:
Mother!
hosti n g t h e Qu arter ly State
meetin g.

Stop Chauffeuring!

Th e FTU Yo un g Repub lica ns will
b e t h e f ir st c o ll ege Y oung
Republi can clu b to host a Quarterly
State meetin g. T he meeting will be
No vem b e r 20 -22 at t he· new
R ama da Inn on East Highway 5 0
a nd A lafaya T rail, near the FTU
Ca mpus.

Let them walk
to school !,

With the Sigma Sigma Chi
sponsored "Pints ." for Pedro"
Program in full swing now. a new
twist has been added. After the
blood donations are received on
November 24, any "extra" blood
left over will be used to set up
Central Florida's only hemophiliac
blood account Many people have
already donated blood to Pedro ,
and for that the Menendez family is
very grateful. So lit tle blood is
needed now t ha t the Sigs . are sure
there will ' be a great excess of
donated olood in t his area-wid e
campaign.
On Ndvember 24 , anyone may
walk intp any blood bank anywhere
in t he ,·Cent ral Flor ida area and
dona te: a "Pint for Pedro." Th e
blood :'will t hen be att ributed to the
Menendez account. After Pedro has
his much-needed operation , any
remaining credits will be used to set
up a "Sigma Sigma Chi
Hemophiliac Foundat ion. " Anyone
in t h e state of Florida needing
blood who suffers from the
free-bleeding disease may draw
fr om the accou nt on request.
Also, t here will be a blood uni t
on campus from 9 am to 4 pm Nov.
24. It will be loca ted in the C Dorm
lounge, so everyon e come on ou t
a nd suppor t t his drive fo r blood.

Local Area Blacks
To Collect Cans
For Holiday Needy
T he Black St ud ent Unions of
Brevard Jun ior Co ll ege, Valencia
J un ior Co ll ege, Roll ins College ,
Bet h une-Cook ma n Coll ege an d
F lorid a Tech nologica l University
are engaged in a "Regional S Lud ent
Unio n ," T h anksgivi ng canned food
drive.
T he organizat ions are ask ing for
contribution from individua ls and
a 11 camp us o rgani zal ions . Tlw~·
wa nt to make t hi s Thank~l!ivi11 c . 1
happy o ne for th ose incii, 1dt1al:-.
who otherwise would have lit t ll' !o
1
mile about.
F or more in formn I ion abo u I the
ca nned foo d d r ive cont act : Dan
Slate r , 275-44 9 3 (campu :- l. '..\' ill
J ones, 424-8 6 31 (Orl ando) ; !' ;,.:·,{(
1-Io well ,. 275-45 9 3 (ca m p us); Vivian
Simms, 6 32-5251 (Merritt Isla nd ).
"Con tr ibu tio n boxes" w ill be set
up in t he ma in lou nge of I he
Lib rary Bu i ld i n g . Mo n et a ry
co n tribu t io ns ma y be give n lo any
B l a ck S t u dent U ni o n
Representa tive or ma il ed to Da n
Sl ate r , F TU Box :;5 3 , Orla ndo .
F lorida.

'They can . . .
in ENGELWOOD .

Norsery schools, two elementary schools end Sto.newall Joc:1cson
High are locoted in t he immediote orea; and Colonial High
School -is just a few blocks away .

Junior

GO ENGELWOOD!
Acme Type Liter
Puts the light where you want
it - makes typing a pleasure.
Cool, comfortable fluorescent
ligh t where it's needed . Wide
area of adjustment to fi t any
t ypewriter . Also fits
boo k keeping machines ,
calculators, and other office
devices. Swivel arm, all metal
with t hin felted base.
W ith ou t
bulb

- it's n great _place to Uve!

You can own a T otalDEleetric, 3 or 4 bedroom home
in Engelwood for as low as $16, 100. Models are open
today. FHA & VA Financing Available.

6410 Lake Underhill Road • Orlando, Florida • Phone 277- 1824

a

O ualt1y
a ppliances ~I
b y G enera l Elec1roc

WE OFFER

WE ARE THE

NATIONAL &

AUTHORIZED

INTERNATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

CERTIFICATION
~1~'.." george

"'2
lAI

5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
273-3373

stua.rt

•Phone Orlando CH 1.3431

133 EAST ROBINSON
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER Inc.

OUR NEXT CLASS
WI LL BEG IN DEC. 28

(Across from Highway Patrol Station)

24 HR. AIR FI LL SERVICE

FOR ALL
U.S. DIVERS EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE SCUBA
RENTAL - SALES - SERVICE
UNqERWATER CAMERA RENTALS

J
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'Chew Chew' At Caboose
New Pub In Casselberry
FTU students really travel far . In fact, they travel to the 1920s by
caboose. Caboose Restaurant , that is.
This restaurant-pub in Casselberry looks like an extension of FTU , for
ten FTU students work t here, including one of the co-owners who's
studying for his master's degree purchased from the Seaboard Coast
here on campus. .
Line , cost $6-00 and the caboose
This unique restaurant , co-owned formerly owned by Florida East
by Howard Dayton, Jr. , Bill Beuret Coast, cost $7 5 0 . Each car weighs
and Jack Smith , is ra ther unique, 4 3,000 pounds and each wheel
for it consists of five boxcars and a weighs 7 ,000 pounds ; so each car
ca boose. It's decorated in "192 5 weighs 28 tons , give or take a ton .
pullman " and h::is ouite a collection It cost $2,000 to move them into
of railroad paraphernalia for their present position.
decora tions, inc-ludin-g a four-foot
The new restaurant-pub opened
b ath t ub for the ladies " powde r Oct ober 20, and is run by three
room " a nd barre ls for tables.
well-qualified people. Dayton is a
Th e restauran t h as qui te a history gr a duate of Cornell University
of its own . E ach of the boxc·a rs , Hotel and Restaurant Mariagement

FuTUre's Friday Girl

School and is the one currently
attending FTU to {J!t his M.A. iu
Business Administration.
Smith already has his M .A. in
Hotel and Restaurant Management
from Michigan State . Beuret is
another graduate of Corne ll.
The Caboose includes a live band
every Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday night,. a menu of steaks
· and seafood specialty sandwiches,
and good prices.
They a lso have beer , Cold Duck,
and wines, all on tap .
· For a unique evening, try a trip
to the Caboose.

Loraine Thompson underwent a school transplant, and FTU is the
glad recipient. Brown-eyed. brown-haired Loraine, 20, transferred from
College of Orlando as a junior. Her major is Speech Pathology (speech
therapy). Loraine is an outdoors woman. She loves the beach and all
water sports. Marriage is an eventual goal, but no t now. One of her real
loves is working with children.
(Don 't look now, but the FuTUre's roving pho tographer is on the
prowl, watching for a likely candidate for the FuTUre 's Friday Girl. •
Y ou may be nex t.)

(Photo by Sieve Heilzner)

MASCOT

CAMPUS GLAN CES

CAMPUS GLAN CES

The French film, "Jules and
Jim' wi ll be shown aL 8:15 pm aL
Lhe 'science AudiLori u m LonighL and
Sun day. Admi.sion is 50 cenL . This
is anoLher in Lhe Fi ne Fi lms series
sp o nsored by Lhe Vi ll age CenLet'.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
The Village Cent r Arts and Crafts
is ho lding a hrisLmas workshop on
Lhis Sunday from 2 Lo 5 pm.
Material are p rovided free. Come
an d make yo ur Ch r istm as p rese n ts
and decoraL io ns.

(Conli1111ed from Page 1)

du1·ing Llw bask lball gaml' bet ween
PTU and Palrick Air Force Base.
T lw gPne1·;tl <> lccLion lo choos<'
two fi na lisLs from among Len
s<'mifinal mascots will lake p lace

nexl ~1o nd ay an d T ue day Vol in g ~~~
- ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
huua·s wi ll be from 8 am Lo 3 pm •
bo th d ays. T h P criteria l'o r Lhe
se lt>clion o f Lhe lwo fina lists w ill be
b ased u n a popul a 1· vole.
21 of the Finest Barbers in the South
T he locat io ns o I' Lhe vo l ing La b le•.
at
w i ll b e a s follow s: Ge nera l
Classroom Bu ild ing - 8-!l ::rn a m ;
Li'b ra rv Building - 9 ::rn- 11 a m;
Vill ag~ Ce nLer - I 1-1 ::l o pm ; and
S c i l' n Ct> Building - I ::l0-3 pm ,
THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE l ::l o -:~ pm.
Volunt ee rs who a re willing Lo
h<' lp ma n Lh e voling La bl es a re
"Hom e of the Vacuum Clipper"
askPd Lo ca ll Mrs. Ma ry Davi s at
2661 .
Open 7 Days a Week

MEET

YATES BARBER SHOP

Harry Law & Tex Glover

PETITION ·
(ConLinu ed rrom Page l)

FAST
SERVICE

· Men's and Women's H11ir Cuts ·
·Trims - Mu-ipacks - Shampoos - Razor Cuts - Shaves - Massages

NO
WAITING

whos<' prime co nce rn is Leaching
Phone 277-4438
a nd working wiih studen ts rather
2019
N.
Goldenrod
Road (15A) Orlando, Florida
Lhan in English , math, e tc. Ha ll
sLatrd that Lhe de partme n L does not ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
discounq{e sLude nls from majoring
in a not her coll ege but would lik e L9
be more conce rned w i Lh thos~
d e dic a Le d l o Lh ' t ea chinir
ornfP~~ ipn

Campus ,Glances
A re vie w course for enginee rs
d e sirinJ..( Lo t a k e the Florid a
Pro L'e ·sion al En ginee r Examination
will be offered at night by a joint
effort b etwee n FTU s Coll e ge of
E ngineering and Lhe Central Florid a
Chap te r of the Florida Enginee ring
Society .
The course will b egin with a
r e vi e w 0 f fundamen tal theory '
beginning N'ov. 16. A review of
principles of practice beginning on
Feb. 1, 1971, will comprise the
second part.
Inslruclors for the course will be
drawn from the engineering faculty
anC. professional engineers from
industry and private practice in the
Central Florida area, Dr. David
Block, assistant dean of the College.
of Engineering, said.
Furthu informat~n may be
'obtained by contacting Dr. Block.

""ri'~
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Free Senior Photos
Will Be Taken Nov. 16-20
In GCB 327 for the 1970-71 Pegasus Yearbook

';~"
Reserve a sitting time
TODAY. Sign up at the
Information Booth in the
Administration Building.

. 7448 Aloma Ave.
Orlando, Fla.
PHONE DAV 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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